Evolution

TM

T A B LE TOP CONVERSION

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

AnExpoDisplaysProduct

The Unique Table Top Conversion of an Evolution pop up display is accomplished by expanding the frame to 2/3 its normal set
up height, then using only 2/3 of the 3-piece magnetic bar system (with the remaining 3rd of the mag bar folded under the
frame). Set up can be accomplished by one person or by two people (recommended):
One Person Set Up (Difficult)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Place frame on floor with the lights facing forward.
Unfold a hinged magnetic bar and Slide the bottom 3rd of the mag bar under the center hub section of the frame
Grasp the frame expand it 2/3 of the way open.
While holding the frame in the 2/3 open position, install a mag bar in the center of the display. Insert top slot of mag bar
in bottom of top frame hub (detail 1), then snap mag bar on onto the remaining 3 hubs. This will support the frame in the
2/3 open position.
5. Grasp the frame with one hand and the portion of the mag bar folded under the frame with the other, then lift
the entire system onto the table.
6. Repeat mag bar assembly for the remaining 6 mag bars.
7. Install fabric/graphic panels onto frame/mag bars by attaching the top strip of the panel onto the rivets on the
top hubs (detail 2). The remainder of the panel will attach via magnets to the mag bars.
Two Person Set Up (Recommended)
1. Place frame on floor with the lights facing forward.
2. Unfold a hinged magnetic bar and Slide the bottom 3rd of the mag bar under the center hub section of the frame
3. One person should grasp the frame expand it 2/3 of the way open while the other person attaches the mag bars to the
frame according to step 4 above.
4. Follow steps 5-7 above to complete assembly.
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